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OVERVIEW
All Quiet on the Western Front, published in 1929, became the most successful antiwar novel
of its era. The story tells of the experiences of a group of German soldiers in World War I.
Erich Maria Remarque, the German author, grew upset and disillusioned by the war. He left
his country in the 1930s, and eventually became a United States citizen.
GUIDED READING As you read, consider the following questions:
• What is taking place in this scene? Who is telling the story?
• How does the following passage convey the complex feelings of soldiers in battle?

A

n indigent looking wood receives us. We pass by the soup-kitchens. Under
cover of the wood we climb out. The lorries turn back. They are to collect
us again in the morning, before dawn.
Mist and the smoke of guns lie breast-high over the fields. The moon is
shining. Along the road troops file. Their helmets gleam softly in the
moonlight. The heads and the rifles stand out above the white mist, nodding
heads, rocking carriers of guns.
Farther on the mist ends. Here the heads become figures; coats, trousers,
and boots appear out of the mist as from a milky pool. They become a
column. The column marches on, straight ahead, the figures resolve
themselves into a block, individuals are no longer recognizable, the dark wedge
presses onward, fantastically topped by the heads and weapons floating off on
the milky pool. A column—not men at all.
Guns and munition wagons are moving along a cross-road. The backs of
the horses shine in the moonlight, their movements are beautiful, they toss
their heads, and their eyes gleam. The guns and the wagons float before the
dim background of the moonlit landscape, the riders in their steel helmets
resemble knights of a forgotten time; it is strangely beautiful and arresting.
We push on to the pioneer dump. Some of us load our shoulders with
pointed and twisted iron stakes; others thrust smooth iron rods through rolls
of wire and go off with them. The burdens are awkward and heavy.
The ground becomes more broken. From ahead come warnings: "Look
out, deep shell-holes on the left"—"Mind, trenches"——
Our eyes peer out, our feet and our sticks feel in front of us before they
take the weight of the body. Suddenly the line halts; I bump my face against
the roll of wire carried by the man in front and curse.
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There are some shell-smashed lorries in the road. Another order:
"Cigarettes and pipes out." We are getting near the line.
In the meantime it has become pitch dark. We skirt a small wood and then
have the front line immediately before us.
An uncertain, red glow spreads along the sky line from one end to the
other. It is in perpetual movement, punctuated with the bursts of flame from
the muzzles of the batteries. Balls of light rise up high above it, silver and red
spheres which explode and rain down in showers of red, white, and green stars.
French rockets go up, which unfold a silk parachute to the air and drift slowly
down. They light up everything as bright as day, their light shines on us and
we see our shadows sharply outlined on the ground. They hover for the space
of a minute before they burn out. Immediately fresh ones shoot up to the sky,
and again green, red, and blue stars.
"Bombardment," says Kat.
The thunder of the guns swells to a single heavy roar and then breaks up
again into separate explosions. The dry bursts of the machine-guns rattle.
Above us the air teems with invisible swift movement, with howls, pipings,
and hisses. They are the smaller shells;—and amongst them, booming through
the night like an organ, go the great coalboxes and the heavies. They have a
hoarse, distant bellow like a rutting stag and make their way high above the
howl and whistle of the smaller shells. It reminds me of flocks of wild geese
when I hear them. Last autumn the wild geese flew day after day across the
path of the shells.
The searchlights begin to sweep the dark sky. They slide along it like
gigantic tapering rulers. One of them pauses, and quivers a little. Immediately
a second is beside him, a black insect is caught between them and tries to
escape—the airman. He hesitates, is blinded and falls. . . .
We go back. It is time we returned to the lorries. The sky is become a bit
brighter. Three o'clock in the morning. The breeze is fresh and cool, the pale
hour makes our faces look grey.
We trudge onward in single file through the trenches and shell-holes and
come again to the zone of mist. Katczinsky is restive, that's a bad sign.
"What's up, Kat?" says Kropp.
"I wish I were back home." Home—he means the huts.
"It won't last much longer, Kat."
He is nervous. "I don't know, I don't know——"
We come to the communication-trench and then to the open fields. The
little wood reappears; we know every foot of ground here. There's the
cemetery with the mounds and the black crosses.
That moment it breaks out behind us, swells, roars, and thunders. We
duck down—a cloud of flame shoots up a hundred yards ahead of us.
The next minute under a second explosion part of the wood rises slowly in
the air, three or four trees sail up and then crash to pieces. The shells begin to
hiss like safety-valves—heavy fire——
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"Take cover!" yells somebody—"Cover!"
The fields are flat, the wood is too distant and dangerous—the only cover
is the graveyard and the mounds. We stumble across in the dark and as though
spirited away every man lies glued behind a mound.
Not a moment too soon. The dark goes mad. It heaves and raves.
Darknesses blacker than the night rush on us with giant strides, over us and
away. The flames of the explosions light up the graveyard.
There is no escape anywhere. By the light of the shells I try to get a view of
the fields. They are a surging sea, daggers of flame from the explosions leap up
like fountains. It is impossible for anyone to break through it.
The wood vanishes, it is pounded, crushed, torn to pieces. We must stay
here in the graveyard.
The earth bursts before us. It rains clods. I feel a smack. My sleeve is torn
away by a splinter. I shut my fist. No pain. Still that does not reassure me:
wounds don't hurt till afterwards. I feel the arm all over. It is grazed but
sound. Now a crack on the skull, I begin to lose consciousness. Like lightning
the thought comes to me: Don't faint, sink down in the black broth and
immediately come up to the top again. A splinter slashes into my helmet, but
has travelled so far that it does not go through. I wipe the mud out of my eyes.
A hole is torn up in front of me. Shells hardly ever land in the same hole twice,
I'll get into it. With one bound I fling myself down and lie on the earth as flat
as a fish; there it whistles again, quickly I crouch together, claw for cover, feel
something on the left, shove in beside it, it gives way, I groan, the earth leaps,
the blast thunders in my ears, I creep under the yielding thing, cover myself
with it, draw it over me, it is wood, cloth, cover, cover, miserable cover against
the whizzing splinters.
I open my eyes—my fingers grasp a sleeve, an arm. A wounded man? I yell
to him—no answer—a dead man. My hand gropes farther, splinters of
wood—now I remember again that we are lying in the graveyard.
But the shelling is stronger than everything. It wipes out the sensibilities, I
merely crawl still deeper into the coffin, it should protect me, and especially as
Death himself lies in it too.
Before me gapes the shell-hole. I grasp it with my eyes as with fists. With
one leap I must be in it. There, I get a smack in the face, a hand clamps on to
my shoulder—has the dead man waked up?—The hand shakes me, I turn my
head, in the second of light I stare into the face of Katczinsky, he has his
mouth wide open and is yelling. I hear nothing, he rattles me, comes nearer, in
a momentary lull his voice reaches me: "Gas—Gaas—Gaaas—Pass it on."
I grab for my gas-mask. Some distance from me there lies someone. I think
of nothing but this: That fellow there must know: Gaaas—Gaaas——
Source: Remarque, Erich Maria. trans. A.W. Wheen. All Quiet on the Western Front. Boston: Little, Brown and
Company, 1929.
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